Inflammation, new bone formation and treatment options in axial spondyloarthritis
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How and whether ankylosis is connected with inflammation has been discussed for a long time. There are two major reasons for this debate. First, no effective anti-inflammatory treatment was available in the past for ankylosing spondylitis (AS) as salicylates, which have been used to treat inflammatory rheumatic diseases for over 100 years, were not effective. However, the first non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID), phenylbutazone, was introduced into clinical practice around 1949 and was highly effective in patients with active AS. It was followed in subsequent decades by many other NSAIDs. The good therapeutic efficacy of NSAIDs was used to differentiate AS from degenerative causes of back pain due to their good anti-inflammatory properties. Nonetheless, NSAIDs for the treatment of AS are still often regarded incorrectly by the public as just ‘painkillers’ which should be avoided. Furthermore, conventional anti-inflammatory disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) which are highly effective in many chronic rheumatic diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, are not effective in AS, similarly to low or moderate doses of glucocorticoids, which also show lack of efficacy. All this contributed to the assumption that inflammation does not play a major role in AS, which was believed to be rather dominated by new bone formation and ankylosis.

Approximately 14 years ago, the dramatic efficacy of tumour necrosis factor (TNF) blockers was demonstrated in patients with active AS. The debate on the interaction between inflammation and new bone formation was fuelled again by the finding that treatment of patients with active AS with TNF blockers for 2 years, despite the good effect on signs and symptoms, C-reactive protein (CRP) and inflammation as detected by MRI, did not prevent new bone formation in the spine. This is the second major reason for the ongoing discussion on the association between inflammation and new bone formation in AS.

Two main hypotheses have been put forward to explain a certain dissociation between inflammation and new bone formation. The first one claims that the development of spondyloarthritis (SpA) depends on a multi-step process that leads both to chronic or recurrent inflammation and to the triggering of new tissue formation, completely or partially independently of inflammation. The second one postulates that inflammation induces replacement of subchondral bone marrow by (fibrous) repair tissue which then stimulates osteoblasts, leading to new bone formation. Thus, based on the second hypothesis, early anti-inflammatory intervention should prevent new bone formation, while such an effect would not occur if the first hypothesis is correct. Various articles in recent years have argued in favour or against one of these hypotheses.

A relationship between inflammation and structural damage in early AS (symptom duration <10 years) was reported recently for the first time based on an analysis of the prospective GERman SPondyloarthritis Inception Cohort (GESPIC). Elevated CRP at baseline was clearly associated with progression of structural damage of the sacroiliac joints, based on X-ray analysis, but even more importantly in the context of the current discussion, elevated CRP was also associated with osteoproliferative progression in the spine over 2 years. In this analysis, disease activity parameters such as the Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Index (BASDAI), which is purely based on patient-reported outcome (PRO) parameters, were not found to be associated with radiographic progression of the spine. The influence of the Ankylosing Spondylitis Disease Activity Score (ASDAS), which combines PROs with CRP was not analysed in this study.

Attempts have also been made to correlate active inflammatory changes on MRI (subchondral bone marrow oedema) with the occurrence of structural damage on follow-up, both for sacroiliac joints and the spine, although such an association was found to be rather weak. This might be explained by the fact that bony inflammation seen on MRI can be short and/or fluctuating but might be sufficient to induce replacement of subchondral bone marrow by repair tissue. This is probably best visible as fatty lesions on an MRI T1 sequence. Indeed, the presence of fatty lesions or a combination of fatty lesions plus inflammation at baseline was the strongest predictor of radiographic spinal progression in several studies.

In the landmark study presented by Ramiro et al it was shown for the first time that clinical parameters of disease activity also correlate with radiographic progression in AS. By using a longitudinal, auto-regressive model with 2-year time lags in AS patients from the OASIS cohort followed up to 12 years, it could be shown that the ASDAS was the strongest predictor of radiographic progression, even better than CRP alone, the BASDAI alone or a combination of the BASDAI and CRP. But interestingly, an association could also be shown for a purely PRO parameter such as the BASDAI. Thus, these data indicate that a longitudinal analysis is more powerful for the detection of an association between disease activity and radiographic progression in AS than cross-sectional analyses, as was already shown previously for rheumatoid arthritis.

Based on this study and on the earlier report showing a correlation between elevated CRP and radiographic progression, we now have clear evidence that inflammation and new bone formation are related in AS. The current model even allows such a relationship to be quantified, with an increase of 1 ASDAS unit leading to an increase of 0.72 mSASSS units/2 years, an estimation which might also be useful for daily clinical practice. However, it is less clear whether the real relationship between ASDAS and the modified Stoke Ankylosing Spondylitis Spinal Score (mSASSS) is actually linear. Furthermore, the reported progression rate should be regarded as a ‘mean’ value in the entire population as individual progression rates as a result of ASDAS increase may vary. Indeed, the current study also shows that there is still, although slower, radiographic progression even in patients with inactive disease, with an mSASSS increase of 5 points on average over 12 years in this subgroup. How can this be explained? In the analysed OASIS study, the mean disease duration was rather long at 20 years. Thus, structural damage already present would
lead to new or further bone formation over time, independent of the presence of inflammation. 28 The relatively long disease duration in the OASIS cohort can be seen as a limitation of this study, since it is unclear whether an ASDAS increase has a similar effect on radiographic progression at an earlier stage of the disease. Furthermore, because only 30% of the patients in this study were female, no clear conclusion is possible about radiographic progression in women. However, the limited data indicate that there is no or less correlation between parameters of activity and radiographic progression in women.

The relationship between different parameters of diseases activity such as PROs (eg, the BASDAI), CRP and MRI inflammation is rather weak. 22 23 We have only recently reported that such correlation is best early in the course of the disease, 24 indicating that patients’ symptoms are not only caused by inflammation in the long term. The rather poor correlation also suggests that it is difficult to measure disease activity using single domains. The combined score for PROs and CRP (the ASDAS) has proven to be rather powerful in clinical studies to discriminate best between TNF blockers and placebo. 25 Based on the best correlation between an elevated score and radiographic progression in the current study, compared to other parameters, the ASDAS seems to reflect disease activity best. This should be confirmed in other cohorts, especially in those with shorter symptom duration, 24 also because the ASDAS/radiographic progression correlation was best in patients with shorter symptom duration (<18 years) in this AS population with long-standing disease.

The effect of elevated disease activity on new bone formation shown here is a big advance in understanding this rather complex relationship and is also potentially important for future treatment strategies in axial SpA, including the ‘treat to target’ approach. 26 However, it has to be shown in therapeutic studies that lowering disease activity effectively can indeed retard radiographic progression in AS. As shown before, treatment over 2 years 7 or even 4 years 27 does not seem to be sufficient, but treatment with a TNF blocker for more than 4 years slowed down new bone formation in the spine in long-standing AS compared to a historical control group in one study. 28 Alternatively, early treatment before the manifestation of irreversible structural damage might also slow down radiographic progression, as was reported recently based on an analysis from a prospective AS cohort. 29

Long-term treatment studies in patients with early axial SpA, including those with non-radiographic axial SpA before structural damage is visible on X-ray, are now possible based on the new ASAS classification criteria for axial SpA. 30 In light of the current evidence, we would hypothesise that early treatment of axial SpA with a TNF blocker might retard radiographic progression, but that in long-standing AS a combination with another drug inhibiting new bone formation might be necessary. As some evidence indicates that NSAIDs might be able to inhibit radiographic progression, 31 a clinical trial investigating the effect of combination therapy of a TNF blocker with an NSAID would be of interest.
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